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Study Visit Report
Southampton, England 4th- 6th November 2015
Following last year’s successful study visit in Zageb , hosted by SPA which the
writer of this report was lucky enough to be a participant on, this year WWP-EN
invited The Hampton Trust to host the study visit in England.
The Hampton Trust has worked in the field of domestic abuse for 19 years they
are one of the largest UK providers of Respect accredited domestic abuse
perpetrator programmes. A passionate, dynamic and well respected organisation
they provide a range of interventions working towards breaking the cycles of
violence, abuse, conflict and exploitation across Hampshire, Isle of Wight, Surrey,
West Sussex and the Channel Islands. The Hampton Trust hoped to share their
experiences with other WWP-EN members .
The study visit group included eight participants from seven countries all of
whom work for organisations which are members of WWP-EN: Heinrich Kraus,
Männerberatung Wien, Austria; Paula Heinrich, WWP EN, Germany; Nina George
WWP EN, UK/Germany; Michal Trojnar, Instytut Prewencji Przemocy, Poland;
Helena Päivinen University of Finland, Finland; Fisnik Thorja, Gruaja tek Gruaja,
Albania; Stanislav Khotckii; Men of 21 century, Russia; Hevena Milcheva, Alliance
for Protection against GBV, Bulgaria.
The study visit was organised and coordinated by Sara Kirkpatrick at The
Hampton Trust and Paula Heinrich at WWP-EN with kind support from Nina
George at WWP-EN. The agenda was developed in consultation between WWPEN and Hampton Trust to ensure a broad range of different knowledge and
activity for the visit.
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Many thanks go to the guest speakers Steph Langley from Winchester University;
Shonagh Dillon from Aurora New Dawn; Dr Kerry Lee from City University; Karen
Marsh from Southampton City Council all of whom contributed their knowledge
to the event offering a broader perspective on UK current work with domestic
abuse. Thanks also to Southampton City Council who hosted the final morning
workshop in addition to providing a guest speaker.
The study visit was structured over three days with the following agenda
Wednesday 4th November 2015
Steph Langley
Education
All participants
service

Putting Domestic Abuse at the heart of Social Work
Presentations introducing themselves and their home

Thursday 5th November 2015
Chantal Hughes (HT)
Shonagh Dillon
Chantal Hughes (HT)
Debbie Willis (HT)
Dr Kerry Lee
Tracy Rutherford (HT)

Welcome
Tracking Serial Perpetrators
CARA – an innovative early intervention
Linx- working with young people
Knowledge Transfer- when the planets collide
ADAPT- Respect accreditted DVPP

Friday 6th November 2015
Karen Marsh
provision
All participants

IDVA’s and their place within UK domestic abuse
Final questions and feedback session
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In addition to the study topics the participants enjoyed shared meals and social
time offering an informal opportunity to learn about each others services.
Many of the presentations and activity sessions were video recorded which will
create a lasting learning bank for future WWP-EN use. These will be accessible via
the members section of the website.
Participants also offered short narrative video feedbacks in their own language at
the end of the study visit, it is hoped that these will offer further lasting learning
and also increase the accessibility of WWP-EN for non english speaking members.
The Hampton Trust staff team were delighted to have the opportunity to host the
study visit, and have all described the event as an excellent learning opportunity.
Report prepared by Sara Kirkpatrick

Sara Kirkpatrick
Domestic Abuse Practice & Development Manager
18th December 2015
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